
This story is about e person living in a 
one room apartment during the lock-
down. Belonging to the lower class of 
our society the protagonist is unable 
to afford a housing which includes 
extras such as a garden, a winter 
garden or even a balcony. During 
normal times this lack of living luxury 
can be compensated by making use 
of public areas, this luxury however is 
no longer at disposal during the coro-
na crisis. Therefore, the protagonist 
experiences the most extreme form 
of isolation. Whilst others can enjoy 
the sun on a bright day, play ball and 
get some exercise in their gardens or 
have a chat with a flat mate, the pro-
tagonist is living in full and absolute 
isolation.

This is a tale of the other victimes of 
corona, which can’t be treated in the 
hospital.

Inside



And then, Corona 
happened. Since the 
government was rather 
strict, a harsh lockdown 
was to follow soon after. 
Suddenly my stage, was 
gone, 
suddenly my interaction 
was gone, suddenly my 
friends were gone, my one 
room apartment was my 
world, my dark world.

As an actor I follow my passion at any cost, and in the past three months, the costs were beyond anything I had 
imagined when choosing this path. 
My apartment consists of one room. It is small, but for a home base, where I sleep and eat more than enough. I would 
however never invite friends over; I wouldn’t even have enough chairs to seat more than one extra person. Gladly this 
was never a real problem, since I live in a beautiful city with loads of places to go and to meet. As an actor, I need 
people around me, I need to interact, I need to see reactions, I need to feel myself by feeling others, I need my 
audience. This is my life.



Never having had, or hav-
ing needed TV, my window 
became my screen. On this 
very screen was the worst 
reality show ever. As an 
actor, I know a good Script 
when I see it, I know which 
character the hero and who’s 
the villan. I can tell you with-
in the first five minutes how 
this will play out, and I see 
no happy ending for myself. 
I see a drama, a very boring 
drama, nothing you’d like to 
watch on you saturday even. 
Needless to say I don’t want 
to play any part in this play. 
But here I am, the main cha-
rater. 



My door, usually my gate-
way to purpose, acts now 
as blockade to happiness. 
It is near, yet seems to dis-
tance itself further and fur-
ther every day, to a point 
where it seems unreacha-
ble. The only thing feeling 
more useless than me at 
this moment must be my 
key. Or maybe my boots... 
Who knows, 
maybe they’re having a 
blast together right now, 
this would make definately 
by far the most lonely ob-
stacle  in this room. The 
thought one has when 
having too much time at 
hand...

So here I sit now, in this room, not 
able to go outside, not willing to 
go outside. The only companion I 
had in this dark room was my fear 
of going outside and his friend 
existential fear. 

The silence is killing me slowely. I 
start talking to 
myself. While others have at least 
flatmates to talk to, I have, by 
now, dead 
flowers to talk to. I’m sorry guys, it 
must have been the 
cigarette smoke that pushed you 
over the edge… 

But as with every good play or 
movie. It is the most 
silent before the curtains draw 
open, and the actor setps on 
stage… 




